
MEETINGS WITH THE MASTERPIECES
Stop, Look and SEE



Opening the Door



THE SISTINE CHAPEL



IN THE BEGINNING–THE GENIUS OF GENESIS



God Creating Adam



The Touch



Amid all the 
art, the SPARK

when the
artist

touches YOU, 
the

viewer



MICHELANGELO 
BUONARROTI, the Painter



Michelangelo in Fiction and Fact



Michelangelo: To Giovanni 
Da Pistoia --
1509 1509

—1509

I've already grown a goiter from this torture,
hunched up here like a cat in Lombardy
(or anywhere else where the stagnant water's poison).
My stomach's squashed under my chin, my beard's
pointing at heaven, my brain's crushed in a casket,
my breast twists like a harpy's. My brush,
above me all the time, dribbles paint
so my face makes a fine floor for droppings!

My haunches are grinding into my guts,
my poor ass strains to work as a counterweight,
every gesture I make is blind and aimless.
My skin hangs loose below me, my spine's
all knotted from folding over itself.
I'm bent taut as a Syrian bow.

Because I'm stuck like this, my thoughts
are crazy, perfidious tripe:
anyone shoots badly through a crooked blowpipe.

My painting is dead.
Defend it for me, Giovanni, protect my honor.
I am not in the right place—I am not a painter.



What do YOU see in Michelangelo’s paintings? 



Did you see a brain?

Frank Lynn Meshberger did



Who’s doing what?



The 
Expulsion



What are the 
emotions?



THE LAST 
JUDGEMENT

What in Heaven 
and Hell do YOU 
see?



My skin hangs 
loose below me…



Drama



Horror



An irreverent, irrelevant diversion– shamelessly the first of many



Who’s Hiding in 
Michelangelo’s 
Last Painting

Crucifixion of 
Saint Peter



Arrivederci 
Maestro 
Michelangelo, 
il pittore



Ciao, Michelangelo, the 
Architect



Now from the 
hands of  
Michelangelo, 
Creator/Sculptor



Freeing the slaves from 
blocks of marble



The 
Compassion 
of
The Pietà



The 
Compassion of
Tomoko 
Uemura in Her 
Bath
by W. Eugene Smith



David



From another view



Up close and personal



Michelangelo and Donatello do David in Florence



Bernini’s David and St. Teresa



“Davids”



¡Viva Michelangelo y el David!



Ideal Beauty Then and Now





Meeting More Italian Masterpieces

Let’s start with perhaps the world’s most famous ever 
painting, recognized by one detail. Note the sfumato!



What’s do YOU think 
of the MONA LISA?

*



Leonardo da Vinci



da Vinci’s Madonnas



Leonardo’s ladies



The Vitruvian Man



Leonardo in 
the 20th 
Century



The Last Supper



Who’s who at the Last supper



The Last Supper, Forest Lawn Cemetery Glendale 
California



California 
cartoon for 
cognoscenti 



Meeting More Italian Masterpieces

1311 Duccio 1300



Giotto  Lamentation 
(Scrovegni) Chapel, Padua, 
c. 1305,



St. Francis 
in Assisi

Giottto
1295- 1300



Fra Angelico
Convent of San Marco, Florence



The Mocking of Christ 1437-1446





Two Chapels– One in Rome and one in Florence

Sistine at the Vatican Brancacci Chapel, Church of Santa Maria del Carmine



Masaccio’s Expulsion

•



Emotion in 
Masaccio and 
Michelangelo



Raphael is also in the Sistine Chapel



The Vatican 
Raphael rooms



Disputation 
of the Holy 
Sacrament
or Triumph 
of Religion



Michelangelo and 
Raphael 



More Masterpieces from Italy

Beginning with…



Michelangelo 
Caravaggio

David and 
Goliath

Violence in chiaroscuro



Bacchus by Caravaggio and Sherman



Copying 
Caravaggio



A beheading by Caravaggio and by …?



Artemesia
Gentileschi 

That’s Who!



All About 
Artemisia



Artemisia does Artemisia as martyrs



The New Yorker
October 5, 2020



Susanna and the Elders
by

Artemisia Gentileschi



Tinteretto



Cesari Carracci



Gentileschi

1610 Artemisia Gentileschi, Susanna and the Elders        1652  



Judith and Holofernes Jael and Sisera



Artemisia paints who…?



Artemisia 
GentiIessci,

PAINTER



Meeting 
with 

beauty at 
the Uffizi



Botticelli 
La Primavera



The
Birth of 
Venus



Botticelli’s Youth of Moses Guess where? 



Back where we started at the Sistine Chapel



Now let’s go back through the Door
and hear what 

YOU saw! 
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